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Model of space- and energy-dependent electron flux density
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Analytic representation for the space- and energy-dependent electron flux density in terms of a phenomeno-
logical model was developed. The model was applied to electron energy degradation in gaseous argon. Flux
density data were also generated from Monte Carlo simulations for 0.3–3.0 keV incident electrons. These data
were used to determine adjustable parameters in our phenomenological model. From the nature of the cross
section input to this model, we expect that the scaled flux density for most atomic and molecular gases will be
similar to that obtained in this study.@S1063-651X~99!51605-X#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.2b, 41.75.Fr, 52.65.2y, 87.50.Gi
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Ionization sources, such as beams of x rays and h
energy beams of neutral or charged particles, interact wi
gas by generating fast electrons. The energy from the ion
tion source is transmitted to the gas atoms and molecule
these energetic electrons. Therefore, the activity of the
ization source can be simulated by the activity of a hig
energy electron beam. An electron beam, while pass
through a gas, induces both ionization and excitation of v
ous degrees of freedom of gas molecules or atoms. Both
electron distribution and properties of gaseous mediums
changed as this occurs. Characteristics of electron beam–
interaction can be expressed in terms of the electron flux
function of energy and position. This electron flux conta
the basic information about the radiation field of electrons
a gas. Interest in modeling the electron flux occurs in rad
tion chemistry and biology, radiological physics, plasma s
ences, atmospheric physics, astrophysics, plasma proce
in the microelectronics industry, and plasma cleaning of fl
gases. Kinetic theory, which involves direct solutions of t
Boltzmann equation, can give a comprehensive descrip
of the electron flux. A rich variety of numerical solutions
the Boltzmann equation has been reported@1#. While these
solutions provide clear insight into the physics of electr
energy distribution formation, they are not applicable
problems involving spatial aspects of electron degradat
Simplified solutions like these are often necessary due to
mathematical difficulties encountered in direct solutions
the Boltzmann equation with spatial dependence. Green
Singhal@2# developed an analytic representation for the s
tial yield spectra in terms of a model containing three sim
microplumes. Using this model, a yield for any inelastic st
at any position in the medium can be approximately cal
lated. This present study is directed towards correlating
structural properties of cross sections with the space-
energy-dependent flux density in an attempt to establish g
eral principals of spatial variations of electron degradation
gases.

For numerous cases of electron scattering and transpo
a gas the appropriate geometry is one spatial dimension.
this geometry the steady state transport equation for e
trons is
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F~Z,E,Ep ,kW !1ngS~E!F~Z,E,Ep ,kW !

5S~Z,E,Ep ,kW !1ngE S~E8→E,kW8→kW !

3F~Z,E8,Ep ,kW8!dV8 dE8, ~1!

whereF is the triple differential@with respect to the distanc
~Z! from the injection point, current energy (E), and direc-
tions (kW )# flux density,Ep is the incident electron energy,S

is the source of electrons,S(E) andS(E8→E, kW8→kW ) are
the total and differential cross sections summed over all s
tering processes, andng is the gas density. The integration
on the right-hand side of Eq.~1! are over the initial solid
angleV8 and energyE8. For the majority of practically im-
portant cases the double differential flux densityF(Z,E,Ep)
~i.e., the triple differential flux density integrated over a
directionskW ) is of interest. A normalization for the doubl
differential flux density is chosen in the form
*F(Z,E,Ep)s i(E)dE dZ51, where s i is the ionization
cross section. This property of flux density is useful for c
culations of the efficiency for production of any electro
state of atoms or molecules and, consequently, initial plas
composition@3#. ~By the term ‘‘initial plasma composition’’
we mean the composition of plasma that is formed imme
ately following electron collisions and degradation.!

We start the construction of analytical representation
F(Z,E,Ep) from an investigation of flux density characte
istics. With this aim in mind, it is useful to separate electro
into two categories: low-energy@E,E* (Ep)# and high-
energy@E>E* (Ep)# electrons. Then, the electron flux de
sity is equal to the sum of the low-energy (F I) and high-
energy (F II ) flux densities. Recently, taking argon as
example, it was shown that the low-energy part of the fl
density may be approximately expressed by multiplication
the space-dependent with energy-dependent terms@3#:

F I~z,E,Ep!5C~z,Ep!g~E,Ep!, ~2!

where C(z,Ep) is equal to @a0(Ep)#21exp$a1(Ep)z
2a2(Ep)@z1a3(Ep)#

2%, z5Z/R0 (R0 is range!, the values for
R4773 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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the parameters are given in@3#. Considering Eq.~1! and Eq.
~2!, one can easily obtain a transport equation for the de
mination ofg(E,Ep). The electron source in this equation
ionization induced by high-energy electrons. It should
noted that the energy distribution of secondary electrons
duced by this source is nearly independent of the incid
energy for sufficiently highEp . This is because of the prop
erties of differential ionization cross sections. On the ot
hand, inelastic cross sections are power dependent on en
in the low-energy range. Thus,g(E,Ep) can be represente
by ( iAi(Ep)E2ua i (Ep)u. One should expect parametersAi and
a i to be independent ofEp for sufficiently high incident
energies.

The properties ofF II are more complex than those ofF I .
In particular, the high-energy part of the flux density cann
be separated into the space-dependent and energy-depe
terms. In the construction of the analytical representation
F II we started from an investigation of properties of t
high-energy part of the flux density, integrated over the d
tance @F II (E,Ep)#. The latter flux density is inversely re
lated to the energy loss functionL(E,Ep) @4#. In the ap-
proach of the continuous slowing down approximatio
L(E,Ep) varies in exactly the same manner as do inela
cross sections. The cross sections of various inelastic c
sions in the high-energy range achieve asymptotic agreem
with the results of the Born-Bethe approximation. Con
quently, at E* (Ep),E,Ep , the analytical representatio
for the reciprocal of flux density is to be looked for a
ln(E/I* )/Eb, where I * is energy spent by high-energy ele
trons, on the average, for a collision, andb is a parameter. A
special approach should be developed to obtain analy
representation for flux density at energies close to the i
dent energy. At these energies electrons spent the en
mainly to produce ionization. In the limitE@I i ~whereI i is
the ionization potential! the differential ionization cross sec
tion approaches the Mott cross section. The Mott cross
tion structure suggests looking for the analytical represe
tion for the reciprocal of the flux density in the form (Ep
2E)2h, whereh is a parameter. When one considers t
spatial structure of the flux density, elastic collisions sho
be included. We suggest that the analytical representation
F II (z,E,Ep) can be built from an analytical representati
for the energy-dependent flux density with parameters
pendent on the distance from the injection point.

The proposed approach was applied to electron ene
degradation in gaseous argon. Argon has been selected
cause a representative basic set of detailed cross section
available and the number of electronic states was mode
In the first stage, we obtained the space- and ene
dependent flux density. This flux density was calculated
ing a Monte Carlo method of electron energy degradat
and electron scattering. Energy degradation was simul
assuming that after excitation an atom would be found i
composite optically forbidden state, or in the optically a
lowed 4s3/2, 4s1/28 , 3d3/2, 3d3/28 , and composite optically
allowed states. TheM-shell ionization~with threshold I M
515.76 eV) event and theL-shell ionization~with threshold
I L5250.42 eV) event were considered as well. During
L-shell ionization event an Auger electron~with kinetic en-
ergy EA5218.9 eV) was assumed to be emitted with 100
efficiency. Cross sections for the above-mentioned proce
r-
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were calculated using the formulas given in@3,5#. Elastic@3#
and inelastic@6# scattering of an electron by argon atom
were also considered. The details of our Monte Carlo
proach have been reported in@3#.

In the next stage, we fitted@F II (z,E,Ep)#21 to Monte
Carlo data. After a few attempts we found better fits to t
results of direct simulation by letting

F II ~z,E,Ep!21C~z,Ep!

5L~Ep!@11c~z!d~E2EA!#

3H ln@C~z!E/Ep1H~e~Ep!2E!#

(
l 50

2

exp~J l~z!!~E/Ep!2b l (z)H~ z̄l2z!

1exp~w~z!!FEp2E2G~z,Ep!

Ep
G2h(z)

H~z!J , ~3!

wherec(z), J l(z), b l(z), w(z), h(z), andC(z) are repre-
sented by polynomials inz and L(Ep) is represented by a
polynomial inEp @6#, e(Ep)50.2/(111022Ep

210), and cur-
rent and incident energies are in units of 1 keV.G(z,Ep)
5jEp1D(z)Ep

2 @D(z) is a polynomial inz] is included in
Eq. ~3! to account for the decrease in energy of prima
electrons with the increase in distance from the inject
point. By primary electrons I mean incident electrons th
scattered or degraded in energy.H is a unit step function
equal to 0 at an argument of function less than or equal t
The results of fitting Eq.~3! to Monte Carlo data are show
in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! for two incident energies and thre
longitudinal values. The contribution of the second term~in
the braces! on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! is shown in Figs.
1~a! and 1~b! by dashed lines. This term represents the fl
density at energies close to the incident energy. Includin
unit step function in this term reflects the fact that the hig
energy part of the flux density atz50 is formed mainly by
contribution from the source. The first term~in the braces!
represents the flux density at lower energies.~The contribu-
tion of this term is shown in the figures as solid lines.! In-
cluding unit step functions~with z̄051.0, z̄150.70, z̄2
50.25) in the first term reflects the drastic changes of fl
density with distance from the injection point. Figures 1~a!
and 1~b! show that with the increase in distance the ene
spectrum of the flux density has few high-energy electro
This is because of the energy degradation and scatterin
the electron beam. The contribution of Auger electrons
flux density is represented by including the Dirac delta fun
tion on the right-hand side of the equation. Comparison w
the Auger electron contribution, generated from the Mo
Carlo simulation and obtained using Eq.~3!, is shown on an
enlarged scale in the upper inset of Fig. 1~b!. At Ep
50.3 keV the contribution of Auger electrons, as shown
Fig. 1~a!, is insignificant.

We might note that our fits are not of uniform quality ov
the entire range of distances and incident energies. Thus
fits are poorer at lower incident energies, especially at a
tance from the injection point. This is because first, in t
low-energy range, inelastic cross sections do not follow
Born-Bethe approximation and each of them has its in
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vidual dependence on energy, and second, the differe
elastic cross section structure is rather complex.

In the final stage we find that it is convenient to repres
the flux density forE,EA2W* by

F~z,E,Ep!5C~z,Ep!g~E,Ep!1F II ~z,E,Ep!, ~4!

whereg(E,Ep) is determined by the following equation:

g~E,Ep!5(
i 50

1

Ai~Ep!E2ua i (Ep)uH~EA2W* 2E!.

HereW* is the first excitation potential of argon;Ai(Ep)
anda i(Ep) ( i 50,1) are represented by polynomials@6#.

FIG. 1. Reciprocal of electron flux vs current energy at tw
incident energies and three distances from the injection point:~a!
Ep50.3 keV, R051.88 1026 g/cm2; ~b! Ep53.0 keV, R0

549.28 1026 g/cm2. The Monte Carlo calculations are repr
sented by the following symbols:d, z50; 1, z50.448; n, z
50.933; and the analytic fit using Eq.~3! is represented by the
following lines: solid line, contribution from the first term; dashe
line, contribution from the second term; thick solid line, total co
tribution.
ial

t

A comparison is given in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! between
F(z,E,Ep) obtained using Eq.~4! and the low-energy par
of the flux density calculated by the Monte Carlo metho
The analytical formula and Monte Carlo data are in agr
ment throughout the entire energy range considered. FoEp
50.3 keV, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~4!
contributes significantly only at energies close to excitat
potentials of argon. In the case ofEp53.0 keV, the contri-
bution from the first term is controlling or significant for th
entire energy range shown in Fig. 2~b!.

In summary, a phenomenological model for the spa
and energy-dependent electron flux density was develo
Using this model, flux density was represented on the b
of balance between three terms, by the convention that
resents low-energy, middle-energy, and high-energy part
the flux density. In doing so, we converted exceedingly co
plex quantities into simple components. The model was

FIG. 2. Low-energy part of electron flux calculated by th
Monte Carlo method is compared with the analytic fit using Eq.~4!:
dashed line, contribution from the first term; solid line, contributi
from the second term; thick solid line, total contribution. Conditio
and other designations are the same as in Fig. 1.
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plied to electron energy degradation in gaseous argon bu
expect that this model can be used for other gases.
hypothesis is inspired by the nature of electron-atom
electron-molecule cross sections@2#. The inelastic cross sec
tions differ markedly from species to species, but the in
vidual inelastic cross sections divided by the total inelas
cross section are fairly similar from species to species. W
one considers the spatial variations of electron degrada
one must include the total elastic and elastic differen
cross sections. The total and differential elastic cross sect
vary greatly in magnitude from species to species, but
ratio of these cross sections is fairly similar from one spec
e
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to another within the energy range of interest. Thus, we
pect that the scaled flux density for most atomic and mole
lar gases will be similar to that obtained in this study. T
scaled factor will be a function of the number of electro
per atom~or molecule! and the atomic~or molecular! weight
of substance.
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